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Attention Questions
1. Did the Navajo people emerge from beneath the earth into the Glittering World?

2. Did the Navajos live in teepees?
3. Were the Navajos hunters?

4. Was the introduction of the horse to the Southwest good for the Navajos?
5. Was the introduction of sheep to the Southwest good for the Navajos?
6. Was Kit Carson a friend to the Navajos?

7. Was Barboncito a friend to the Navajos?

8. Did the Navajos enjoy going off to boarding school?

9. Did Navajo students get punished for speaking the Navajo language in boarding school?

10. Did the U.S. government kill off half of the sheep on the Navajo Reservation?

11. Was the Navajo language used to help the U.S. in World War II?
12. Is the Navajo language still being taught?

13. Do the Navajos have their own college?

14. Are the Navajo people respected as excellent silversmiths?
15. Do the Navajos weave baskets and blankets?

16. Do colors have special meanings in Navajo culture?
17. Are sand paintings a form of prayer?

18. Are the Navajos becoming a more powerful and independent nation?
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Comprehension Questions

Write your answers on a separate piece of paper.
1. Describe the relationship between the Navajos and the land.

2. What did the arrival of the horse in the Southwest mean to the Navajo people?
3. How did the arrival of sheep in the Southwest affect the Navajos?
4. Describe the Long Walk.

5. What was the effect of the boarding school experience on the Navajos?
6. What did the loss of the sheep mean to the Navajos?

7. How are cultural traditions of the Navajos being retained?

8. What steps are the Navajos taking to improve the education of their children?
9. What artistic skills have the Navajos maintained as part of their culture?

10. What spiritual practices have the Navajos maintained as part of their culture?
11. What are the issues facing the Navajos today?

Contemplation Questions

Write your answers on a separate piece of paper.
1. Why do Rose and her husband choose to live a traditional life in this time and place?
2. How do the Navajos remember and deal with the Long Walk experience?

3. Describe how Navajo spiritual beliefs and practices are part of everyday life.
4. Why are the Four Sacred Mountains so important to the Navajos?
5. Do songs and dances have special meaning to the Navajos?

6. Why did the Code Talkers agree to help the U.S. government after all that they had experienced?
7. The Navajos have a very large and complicated government. Why is this important?
8. Why do the Navajos work to become more independent?

9. How do the Navajos make sure their Holy People will recognize them?

10. There were many photographs in the film. What do you remember about them?

11. Many of the people are interviewed in their own homes and yards. What do you learn from
seeing where people live?

12. In which places in the film did you hear people talking about teaching their children or
grandchildren or being taught by a parent or grandparent?
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DID YOU SEE?

DID YOU HEAR?

mountains

red rocks

horses

clan

sheep

turquoise

velvet

prayers

food frying

cowboy hats

flags

people smiling

hammering

music

weaving

hogan

fearing time

singing

drumming

families

the navajo
language

animal sounds

laughter
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